
I. Prototype changes from low to medium fidelity 

 
We made some changes in the transition from low to medium fidelity based on the TA and                 
professor’s feedback as well as the requirements of the assignment (i.e. all pages should be               
clickable). In general, we: 
 

● Added more pages and alternate paths (e.g. different parking locations) 
● Fleshed out system options subpages (e.g. Offline Locations, Language) 
● Shifted away from a task-based prototype to a prototype that showcases all features 

across all three platforms 
● Changed alignment of boxes on sign up page to a single row for consistency 
● Added examples of response design for mobile and desktop 
● Redesigned the layout on smartwatch: the background color changed to black and 

hided text borderline for titles. Use chevron for back function on all the screens in a 
consistent way.  

● Fleshed out system options on smartwatch (e.g. current reservation detail, FAQs, and 
notification setting ) 

 
II. Prototype changes to medium fidelity AFTER user heuristic evaluation 

 

We agree with the majority of suggestions proposed by Group 1, which we found constructive               
and helpful as they came from a fresh perspective. However, there were some suggestions              
we did not implement because of certain reasons/restrictions that are explained in greater             
detail below. 

 

A. Phone 

 

List of changes: 
 

1. Added “forgot password” page for alternate login path (Issue #1) 
2. Changed copy from “Alerts” and “Repeat” to “Set alerts” and “Frequency” under Time 

Reminders for clarity (Issue #5) 
3. Added flag next to the language under settings (Issue #7) 
4. Changed date notation from numeric value to text (e.g. 3/3/17 -> Mar 3 2016) for 

clarity (Issue #9) 
5. Changed time system from 24 hour to 12 hour clock for clarity (Issue #10) 
6. Added new page for the search bar to display suggestions based on past searched 

(Issue #18) 
7. Enlarged the hamburger menu icon on the map for greater visibility (Issue #23) 
8. Added use case when user tries to sign up for a new account with missing required 

information to help users recover from errors (Issue #24) 
9. Added the ability to view payment information on past reservations (Issue #19) 
10. Changed the color of all buttons to blue to keep consistency  



11. Separated the first name and last name in the personal information sign up page 
(Olivier’s comment)  

12. Changed the payment confirmation detail (Payment 3/4 page) to Reservation 
Date/Time/Location/Amount. (Olivier’s comment) 

13. Added “Cross” button to close the side menu bar for Home Page (landscape) 2/2  and 
Menu  page 

 

List of unimplemented suggestions: 
 

1. Did not implement a function for users to cancel a reservation after booking because              
this flexibility will cause major issues for the system and inconvenience other users.             
For example, a user who is unable to find parking at a certain time will not know if                  
they should keep checking it in case another user cancels their reservation (Issue #2) 

 

 

B. Watch: 

 

List of changes: 
1. Changed copy from “Alerts” and “Repeat” to “Set alerts” and “Frequency” under Time 

Reminders for clarity (Issue #5) 
2. Redesigned the back button location on the smartwatch to keep it consistent 

throughout all the screens. The Logo with “Parking X” title only display on the main 
menu but not in the subpages to present the hierarchical structure of the screens 
(Issue #11)  

3. Replaced the button from checkmark to “open” and “X” to “dismiss” when a new 
notification pop up on the screen. “Open” and “Dismiss” make more sense to users 
when they want to expand or close the notification (Issue #12) 

4. Changed text description on time reminder page: tell user the remaining time about 
their current reservation rather than showing “Oops!” even if user has not yet arrive 
the destination (Issue #15 & Issue #25) 

5. Relinked the Task 3 alternative page (T3.1 renew) to the correct page (Issue #16) 
6. Added instruction of where to get QR code on “reservation detail” page and how to 

use QR code on “Time reminder” page (Issue #21) 
7. Changed the help documentation questions to a list of topics, user need to click on 

the chosen topic to look at the questions (Issue #28) 
 

List of unimplemented suggestions: 
1. After dismissing a notification, it should be no longer be on the lock screen or               

turned-off screen, otherwise users will be confused about how to close the            
notification. Users should not be able to see notification when the screen is turned off.               
The current design allows users to view the notification again on lock screen if they do                
not press “open” or “dismiss” button, and our group thinks this design is realistic and               
make sense to most users (Issue #3) 



2. Did not implement a function for user to start or change destination on smartwatch.              
The purpose of the navigation function is to view the current navigation, which is sent               
from mobile version of the app. It works as a supplementary screen for checking the               
direction, and the navigation information is synchronized with mobile version. If the            
users want to make any change on the navigation, he or she needs to use mobile                
version. Our app is not a map or navigation only application, and to allow user change                
destination to a place other than parking lot is out of our project scope. In addition,                
smartwatch has limited functionality to deal with complex task such as input a new              
address (Issue #8) 

 
C. Desktop: 

 

List of changes: 
 
                  1. Added “Reservations History” as a menu item (Issue #4) 
                  2. Changed unavailable parking lot message (Issue #6) 
                  3. Added “Back” button on selecting parking spot page(Issue #13) 
                  4. Added “Money” sign on all screens (Issues #14) 
                  5. Added “Reserve” button on “My Favourite Parking Lot” page(Issue #22) 
                  6. Added the responsive design page (as Hervé suggested) 
                  7. Added “forgot password” page for alternate login path (Issue #1) 
                  8. Added language options on the homepage  (Issue #7) 
  
            List of unimplemented suggestions: 
 

1. Issue #17 is not implemented in the new prototype because issues #17 and Issue # 6 
are redundant, and issue # 6 is already implemented. 
2. Issue #20 is not implemented in the new prototype, because we believe consistency 
between mobile and desktop versions of the app will reduce the learning time for our 
users; therefore design of the menu on desktop will remain the same as the mobile app.  
3. Issue #26 is not implemented in the new prototype because it is not needed at the 
current stage of the project; however, we will definitely implement it in our hi fidelity 
prototype.  

 

III. Updated list of requirements 

 

We have revised our list of requirements based on the TA’s feedback, the ideas generated               
during the completion of this assignment as well as feedback from Group 1. Here is the list of                  
changes: 
 

1. Requirement #12: Added search suggestions based on past searches 
2. Requirement #13: Added pages showing responsive design for the mobile and           

desktop, specifically landscape view and adjustments in window size (respectively) 



3. Requirement #14: Added payment information on past reservations 
4. Requirement #15: Added ability to rebook reservation on the past payment           

information page 
5. Requirement #16: Specify the navigation function on smartwatch to allow view and            

navigate only. User shall not change destination on smartwatch.  
 
Requirements that have been modified or added are denoted with a “*” next to the               
requirement name. 

 

Functional Requirements 
 

[ P = Smartphone, W = Smartwatch, D = Desktop ] 
 
Requirement #1: Time Reminders P W 
● Description: The system shall issue an alert when there is only 20 minutes (default;              

changeable in “Settings”) left on the reservation time. Users can also customize how             
often they want the alerts to be repeated. 

● Rationale: Users might have trouble keeping track of the time left on their parking              
reservation. If they accidentally exceed the time limit, they will have to pay for additional               
reservations or be charged with a parking violation. Reminders at timed intervals will             
ensure that users are kept aware of the time left on their reservation. 

 
Requirement #2: Information Synchronization P W D 
● Description: The information on the system shall be synchronous across all three            

platforms.  
● Rationale: Synchronizing important information across all three platforms supports         

on-the-go usage. This seamlessly integrates search/reservation/payment across three        
platforms for simplicity and convenience. Notifications provide users with feedback that           
the synchronization is successful. 

 
Requirement #3: Notifications for Information Synchronization P W D 
● Description: If set to do so, users will receive notifications when specific information has              

been sent from one platform to another. For example, after sending navigation details             
from desktop to smartphone. 

● Rationale: Notifications provide users with important feedback on whether the          
synchronization has been successful or not. If unsuccessful, the user will know that s/he              
has to resend the information. 

 
Requirement #4: Real-time Maps P D 
● Description: The system shall display a map with real-time information of the parking             

rates and availability of nearby parking lots. 



● Rationale: Real-time information will allow users to compare the parking rates of            
available parking lots around them, which helps them to make an informed decision and              
choose the cheapest or best available spot for their needs. 

 
Requirement #5: Online Reservation P D 
● Description: The system shall allow users to make online reservations up to 24 hours              

before. 
● Rationale: Online reservation allows users to save time finding a specific parking spot. In              

order to manage parking resources and prevent users from unfairly (or accidentally)            
making long-term reservations, the online reservation function will only allow users to            
make reservations 24 hours before.  

 
Requirement #6: Navigation Information P W 
● Description: The system shall display precise navigational information to the specific           

parking spot after reservation and payment. 
● Rationale: Users will need to know how to drive to the parking lot they have reserved.                

Precise navigational instructions will be especially helpful for drivers who have booked a             
reservation at a new car park, and are thus unfamiliar with the layout of the area. 

 
Requirement #7: Error Messages P W D 
● Description: The system shall display an error message when data cannot be retrieved             

(e.g. when the physical sensors at parking lots are down). The message will direct users               
to the “Help Center” to get more information. 

● Rationale: Users need an error feedback so that they know there is a technical problem               
when data cannot be displayed. Directing them to the “Help Center” will provide them              
with suggestions to resolve the problem or contact the owners of the system for              
assistance.  

 
Requirement #8: The system shall generate QR codes after successful payment P W 

● Description: Upon the successful confirmation of payment, the system shall generate           
a unique QR code that users can use on QR scanners at ticketing machines. These               
QR codes shall be synchronized on the user’s account on both the smartphone and              
smartwatch (if applicable). 

● Rationale: The QR codes generated by the system need to be supported by QR code               
scanners at ticketing machines for reservations to be processed. The system loses its             
key functionality if users are unable to use the QR codes. For convenience, users can               
use both his/her smartphone and smartwatch to access the QR code. 

 
Requirement #9: Favourite Parking Lots P D 

● Description: The system shall be able to let users save their favourite parking lots to a                
list. Users shall be able to add and remove items on the list at anytime. 

● Rationale: Users can save parking lots they frequent to a list, which is similar to using                
a bookmark. Saving to a list will provide the convenience of jumping straight to the               



specific lot instead of using the search bar, or searching around the map, for that lot.                
The ability to add and remove items from the list also allows users to keep the list                 
updated as and when necessary. 

 
Requirement #10: Online payment P D 

● Description: The system shall allow users to pay for their parking reservation online             
using a variety of payment options. 

● Rationale: Online payment will save users the time and effort of using a ticketing              
machine at a parking lot. Supporting a variety of payment options, including credit             
card and Interac, will give users the flexibility to use their desired mode of payment. 

 
Requirement #11: Renew reservation P 

● Description: The system shall allow users to renew their parking reservation online            
when there is 20 minutes or less left on the reservation. 

● Rationale: Renewing the reservation online will save users a trip back to the parking              
lot to physically renew it. 

 

*Requirement #12: Search P D 
● Description: The system shall display a list of suggestions based on past searches when              

the user starts inputting text in the search bar.  
● Rationale: A list of suggestions will make searching easier and quicker, adding            

convenience for the user when s/he does not have to type the full address. 
 
*Requirement #13: Responsive design P D 
● Description: The system shall support responsive design by dynamically responding to           

different orientations (portrait and landscape) on mobile, and the adjustment of window            
size on the desktop, without compromising the display of information. 

● Rationale: Supporting responsive design gives users the ease and flexibility to use the             
system according to their preferences. For mobile, some users might have a clear             
preference for information in either landscape or portrait view, or have moments when             
they tilt their phone while using the app (intentionally or not). For desktop, users have               
different screen resolutions and not all users will have their browsers in full screen mode               
all the time. Thus, it is important for users to be able to adjust their window size without                  
compromising on the display of information (e.g. the hamburger menu should not cut off              
in landscape view). 

 
*Requirement #14: Payment Information P D 
● Description: The system shall display payment information, including date/time/duration         

of booking and total payment, when the user checks the past reservations page. 
● Rationale: This page will provide useful information for users who want to review their              

record of past payment, or simply to have a receipt of transaction. They can use this                
page to verify their bill payments. 

 



*Requirement #15: Rebooking of reservation P D 
● Description: The system shall allow the user to rebook a reservation on the past              

reservations page.  
● Rationale: Allowing the user to rebook a reservation adds convenience for the user, who              

can easily choose to rebook while viewing a past reservation, instead of searching for the               
address on the home page and going through the whole process of booking again. 

  
*Requirement #16: Navigation capability on smartwatch W 

● Description: The system shall only allow the user to view direction and navigation             
information on the smartwatch platform. Users shall not be able to start or change              
destination on smartwatch.  

● Rationale: Allowing the user to change destination on smartwatch is a complex task             
which requires user to input a new address or drop the pin to a new place. However,                 
Parking X is not a map or navigation-only application, and to navigate user to a new                
place rather than parking lot is out of the project scope. If user want to go to a new                   
parking lot, the user can do it on mobile version which allows for more navigation               
functionality.  

 
  

Non-functional Requirements 
 
Requirement #17: Branding P W D 
● Description: The system shall have a consistent branding (e.g. logo) across all three             

platforms  
● Rationale: A consistent branding across our apps will increase brand salience and            

power, improving our relationship with users. 
 
Requirement #18: Look and Feel P W D 
● Description: The system shall have a consistent look across all three platforms while             

being optimized for each platform. 
● Rationale: With the presentation of information, it is crucial to consider the interface             

requirements and characteristics of each platform and to make sure users can retrieve             
information easily. The interface for the smartwatch, for example, shall be light/simple,            
clean, and straightforward.  

 
Requirement #19: Technical Environment P  D 
● Description: The system shall be compatible and supported by physical sensors installed 

at parking lots.  
● Rationale: To get real-time parking information, compatible sensors will have to be            

installed to detect the presence (or absence) of a vehicle in a specific parking spot.               
Without such support, users will not be able to check for nearby parking or reserve online                
- a key selling point of our system. 

 



Requirement #20: Learnability  P W D 
● Description: The system shall be intuitive and easy to learn.  
● Rationale: Our system has to accommodate users of varying technical expertise. Users            

shall be able to learn (and relearn) the system easily during operation without an              
“instruction” screen. If the system is too difficult to learn, it will cause stress and lead to                 
the abandonment of the system. 

 
Requirement #21: Availability P W D 
● Description: The system shall have at least 99% availability. 
● Rationale: As users might need to find parking anytime, the system must remain             

operational at almost all times. If the system breaks down frequently, it will decrease user               
satisfaction and discourage usage. 

 
Requirement #22: Privacy P W D 
● Description: The system shall keep users’ information private and confidential on a            

separate database. 
● Rationale: The knowledge that all their information is kept private will instill confidence in              

users when using our app, especially because our system involves online payments. The             
owners of the app shall not be able to access users’ information as it is stored on a                  
separate database. 

 
Requirement #23: Security P W D 
● Description: The system shall keep all users’ information secure with encryption and a             

firewall.  
● Rationale: The knowledge that all their information is kept private and secure will instill              

confidence in users when using our app, especially because our system involves online             
payments. Security is important because a data breach from hackers can compromise all             
the information stored on our servers, including users’ credit card information. 

 
Requirement #24: Integrity P W D 
● Description: The system shall use and reflect accurate and authentic data at all times. 
● Rationale: Accuracy and authenticity of information such as parking rates and parking            

availability is important for users to trust the system. If inaccurate or outdated information              
is displayed, users will lose their trust in the system and possibly abandon it. 

 
 
Requirement #25: Accessibility P D 
● Description: The system shall abide by web-accessibility standards. 
● Rationale: The platforms with a web interface (i.e. the smartphone and desktop) shall be              

accessed by as wide a range of people as possible. Drivers can also include people with                
disabilities and special needs and we have to ensure that our system can accommodate              
their special assistive needs.  

 



Requirement #26: Data Storage P W D 
● Description: The system shall have a central cloud database to draw parking information             

(e.g. rates, availability) from public and private parking lot companies, which will be             
synchronized with all the platforms. The system shall also have a separate database to              
store all user information (encrypted). 

● Rationale: As the system requires information from multiple sources of information, a            
central database will keep the data flow to end-user systems manageable. Keeping            
public data and private user data on separate servers will also prevent a mix-up of               
confidential data with public data. 


